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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to contribute knowledge on conditions for science teaching in preschool. 

While Swedish preschool practices commonly build on children’s subjective experiences, scientific 

knowledge production is often associated with objectivity and detachedness. Seen from that 

perspective, tensions may occur when the knowledge cultures of preschool and science meet, as when 

science teaching is implemented in preschool. This thesis seeks to explore issues that are crucial for 

teachers to negotiate when they implement science teaching in preschool.  

The thesis includes five articles that build on empirical data in the form of teachers’ talk (interviews, 

focus group discussion, project meetings) and observation data from preschool practice. The data 

analyses draw on various theoretical perspectives, including communities of practice and feminist 

critique of science as well as theoretical concepts connected to framing and agential realism.  

The main result is that it is crucial, to teachers’ implementation of science teaching in preschool, that 

science content is open to children’s contributions. Further, the results show that teachers integrate 

several different forms of knowledge production when working with science content in practice. For 

example, observations and systematic investigations are combined with imagination and children’s 

bodily experiences. This goes against the presumed tensions between the knowledge cultures of 

preschool and science. However, tensions between the knowledge cultures are indicated by teachers’ 

unwillingness to interfere with children’s investigative processes or ideas about science content by 

relating children’s ideas to scientific explanatory models. Seen from a teacher’s perspective, it appears 

to be unproblematic to leave children’s ideas about science content unresolved, compared to leaving 

children’s ideas about social relations and other content unresolved.  

Drawing on the results, I discuss teaching beyond the limited material and temporal dimensions of 

the science box, which emerges as a metaphor when teachers describe a way of teaching that they are 

not comfortable with. Further, I suggest that the concept working theories, which addresses children’s 

tentative ideas about relations in their surrounding world, be introduced in preschool science 

teaching, to ease the perceived conflict between children’s ideas about science and scientific 

explanatory models. 
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